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Key concepts in this topic/unit of work: 
Component 1 
 

Devising Theatre Non-exam assessment: internally assessed, externally 
moderated 40% of qualification 60 marks 

 
Learners devise a piece of theatre in response to the stimulus which demonstrates 
either the techniques of a theatre practitioner or the dramatic characteristics of a 
specific genre of the learner's choice. Learners create and develop ideas to 
communicate meaning to an audience by: 
  

 researching and developing ideas using the techniques or characteristics of 
the practitioner or genre  

 rehearsing, amending and refining the work in progress.  
 
 All learners should consider the following when devising their piece of theatre:  

 structure  
 theme/plot  
 form and style  
 language/dialogue.  
  

Learners choosing performing should consider how meaning is communicated 
through the following, as appropriate to the piece of theatre:   

 performance conventions  
 use of space and spatial relationships on stage, including the choice of 

stage (e.g., proscenium arch, theatre in round, traverse or thrust) 
 relationships between performers and audience 
 design elements including lighting, sound, set and costume 
 the physical and vocal interpretation of character.  

 
Practitioners and Genres 
 
Theatre in Education: 

 target audience  
 topic  

Key concepts in this topic/unit of work: 
Component 2 
 

Performing from a Text Non-exam assessment: externally assessed by a visiting 
examiner 20% of qualification 60 marks 

 
Preparing for performance  
Learners will choose two extracts from a play of their choice to perform in groups of 
2/3/4 or 5 actors. The extracts can be edited to meet the required time limits, but 
both extracts must be performed.  
 
Realising  
The piece must be performed live for a visiting examiner on a date agreed with the 
centre between January and May. The length of the piece will depend on the 
number of actors in the group and should be as follows:  
  

 Group of two actors:  5-10 minutes   
 Group of three actors:  7-12 minutes   
 Group of four actors:  9-14 minutes 

 
Evidence  
Each learner must submit to the examiner a brief account of approximately 150 
words (i.e. approximately half a side of A4) outlining their artistic intentions for the 
piece. This should include:  
  

 A brief account of how they aim to interpret their chosen character   
 A brief indication of how the 20 minutes of text studied for the component 

was edited to create the final performance.    
  
This outline of artistic intentions is not assessed but is necessary to assist the 
examiner in assessing the realisation of artistic intentions. 
 
Assessment Objectives for Component 2: 

 AO2 Apply theatrical skills to realise artistic intentions in live performance  
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 multi-roling  
 educational information  
 direct address  
 narrator  
 message  
 audience participation.  

  
Physical Theatre:  

 movement  
 gesture and body language  
 ensemble  
 commedia dell’arte  
 mime  
 status  
 proximity  
 the use of masks  
 physicalising emotional states 

 
Musical Theatre: 

 song  
 dialogue  
 dance  
 monologue 
 humour  
 pathos  
 anger or hate  
 chorus. 

 
Brecht: 

 direct address 
 narrator 
 multi-rolling  
 gestus  
 placards 
 tickle and slap  
 music and songs  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Common Misconceptions: 
 

Component 1 – Devising Theatre 
 

 Not using enough dramatic techniques associated with the 
practitioner (it is vital that the piece you perform is clearly in the style 
of one of the key practitioners/genres.   
 

 Students try to create a realistic storyline with set characters – it is 
important to provide yourself with numerous opportunities to showcase 
your performance skills. Therefore, creating a non-naturalistic performance, 
using episodes and multi-rolling, will allow you to play more than one 
character. 
 

 Students list the skills used but do not provide examples. For example: “we 
used the Brechtian techniques multi-rolling, placards, tickle and slap and 
third person narration.” Instead it would be better to list a technique that 
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 alienation  
 no fourth wall  
 episodic structure  
 political message. 

 
Devising: 
Learners must produce a portfolio of supporting evidence which demonstrates the 
research, creation and development of ideas. This is a working record and 
therefore should be compiled during the process and edited to ensure an 
appropriate focus.    
  
The evidence should focus on three stages which are significant to the 
development of the devised piece of theatre. The three stages should 
demonstrate:  
  
1. how ideas have been researched, created and developed in response to the 
chosen stimulus   
2. how ideas from the chosen practitioner/genre have been incorporated in the 
piece to communicate meaning  
3. how ideas have been developed, amended and refined during the development 
of the devised piece. 
 
For each stage, candidates must provide illustrative material. Illustrative material 
may include any of the following:        
sketches/ photographs/ ground plans/ diagrams/ storyboards/ mood boards/ 
sections of script/ digital media, including brief recordings of sections of a 
rehearsal or material appropriate to the skill area, e.g., sound clips.   
 
The Portfolio should be 900 words for the complete portfolio.     
 

Realising  
Learners realise their piece of theatre. The length of the piece will depend on the 
number of actors in the group and should be as follows:  
  
 

you used, such as “third person narration” and then go into detail about 
how, when and why you used it in your piece. 
 

 Students miss opportunities to use key words in their evaluations. For 

example: in the performance I used tone effectively.  This does not provide 

an example of how you used it. You would need to explain which tone of 

voice you used (aggressive/bored/hopeful) and when and why you used it.  

 Listing rehearsal techniques used to develop work, but not providing 

examples. Students should use rehearsal techniques in the devising process 

and then, in the portfolio, they should state which rehearsal technique they 

used and either, provide an example of how this helped them develop ideas 

or provide an example of how this developed a particular scene. 

Component 2 – Performing from a Text  
 

 Coming out of role when you forget a line. If you forget a line, do not come 
out of role. Either pause until you remember or improvise until you find 
your way back to the line. The examiner does not have the script in front of 
you, so it is more important to remain in role than to ask for your line. 
 

 Not providing detail in the dramatic intentions sheet. This document is 
there to help the examiner, but also to help you. If you are using stillness, 
for example, at a key moment to show your characters shock, the examiner 
might think you’re not using your performance skills. If however, you write 
in your artistic intentions document, “I use stillness at ….. point in the script 
to highlight my characters shock and to communicate she’s too in shock to 
move at this point”, the examiner will see that you have met your artistic 
intentions. 
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 Group of two actors:  5-10 minutes  Group of three actors:  7-12 minutes  Group 
of four actors:  9-14 minutes  Group of five actors: 11-16 minutes. 
 

Evaluating  
Learners evaluate the final performance or design under supervised conditions. 
Learners will indicate their chosen stimulus and chosen practitioner or genre. 
There will be three main sections to the evaluation in which learners:  
   
1. analyse and evaluate either their interpretation of character/role or their 
realisation of design in the final performance.  
2. analyse and evaluate how either their own performance skills or their own 
design skills contributed to the effectiveness of the final performance   
3. analyse and evaluate their individual contribution to the final performance, 
including how effectively they fulfilled their initial aims and objectives (referring 
back to stimulus and practitioner/genre).   
 
 Learners will have 1 hour 30 minutes to complete the evaluation.  
 
 Learners may have access to two sides of A4 in bullet point notes when writing 
the evaluation. The notes must be handed in with the evaluation 
 
Assessment Objectives for Component 1: 
 

 AO1 Create and develop ideas to communicate meaning for theatrical 
performance  

 AO2 Apply theatrical skills to realise artistic intentions in live performance 
 AO4 Analyse and evaluate their own work and the work of other 
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Key concepts in this topic/unit of work: 
 
Plot of DNA: It’s a play about a group of teenagers, who could be described as a 
‘gang’, who have accidentally killed one of their classmates. When they realize the 
terrible mistake they have made, they try to cover up this crime, but inadvertently 
implicate an innocent man in the process. At each moment when they could come 
clean, the group instead weaves a darker, more complex web of lies. 
 
Structure: 
The play has been constructed with a cyclical narrative. The structure repeats itself 
and when we read the play we come to realize that there is a pattern to the 
sequence of the different scenes – and to the three different locations. For 
example, the first scene is always Mark and Jan in A Street, who introduce the 
problem of that particular section. Then it’s Leah and Phil, before moving on to a 
greater scene with everyone where the problem is solved. This sequence is 
repeated throughout the play and below is an overview in order to see the exact 
structure of the play. 
 
Genre: 
The play has been described in many different ways. One reviewer described it as a 
tragicomedy. However, the author in one interview said that he didn’t like that 
description.  
How would Dennis Kelly himself describe his own play?  
“Well I don’t think modern plays tend to fall into such easy categories as they used 
to. Often plays have humour in them but are tragic at the same time. I think there 
is humour in DNA but if you call it a comedy that is the element that comes out 
more in our minds. It takes away from the more tragic elements and makes them 
feel slightly glib – after all, a child dies and that is not funny. Equally, if you called it 
a tragedy, the humour would suffer. I think the nice thing about theatre these days 
is that plays don’t need to be categorized, they can just be.. 
 
Characters: 
There are eleven characters in the play: Mark and Jan; Leah and Phil; Lou, John 
Tate and Danny; Richard; Cathy and Brian and a boy (Adam). However, although 
the author has given the characters names and gender, he has made a note 

Staging of the play 
There are three different locations in the play – all of them outdoors; the street, the 
field and the wood. The scenes in the street are rather short. In these scenes the 
audience are made aware of what has been happening and are prepared for what 
will happen in the group scenes. Because they are short, the set must be minimal 
for a quick change of scenery before we move into the field and then into the wood 
 
The author has avoided making any references to the staging of the play: “  I have 
deliberately written it so that there are many staging options. Theatre is a very 
collaborative art form. Part of my job is to create the circumstances where other 
people can come in and use their own creativity as much as I’ve been allowed to 
use mine, whether they are actors, directors, design, sound or lighting. When I 
wrote it, I saw a field, a wood and a street, as that’s where the characters were.”  
 
You could be asked to experiment with different types of staging and decide what 
works best. Would the play, for example, work on a thrust stage with a different 
background to depict the different locations? On the other hand, it could be staged 
in the round with special lighting and sound effects to depict the locations. The 
wood, for example, is a suitable setting for the group scenes. Woods tend to be 
dark, mysterious and isolated and this complements the discussions that the group 
have in the woods – discussions about things that should be hidden from the 
outside world. The group’s attempt at a cover-up of the crime is reflected in this 
setting of a wood, where the trees would make it easy for them to hide. This kind of 
setting would be a challenge to the lighting designer to suggest the horrific and 
threatening behaviour of the group. 
 
Themes: 
 

Bullying Gangs Power Friendship 

Responsibility Violence Fear  

 
Context: 
The play DNA was first staged in 2007 at the National Theatre before going on 
national tour for the first time. 
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allowing performers to change names and gender to suit their own preference. 
The character traits and the moral choices they make are more important than a 
name.  
 
As we see from the overview above, Jan and Mark appear together at the 
beginning of each section. They act as narrators or as a ‘Greek chorus’ and throw 
the audience directly into the action at the beginning of each section. They are also 
used to fill in any blanks for us and make us aware of any new developments in the 
story. Their scenes follow the same pattern each time: they introduce a ‘teasing’ 
idea of what has happened but leave us curious. They are used to hook the 
interest of the audience. They speak very short sentences – often one word each, 
constantly interrupting each other. They repeat phrases the other one has said and 
they never really create proper, full sensible sentences. The actors portraying 
these characters must take all this into consideration because the pace of their 
scenes is important. Any delay between words or phrases could make their scenes 
very uninteresting to the audience. Yet they must make sure that as a ‘chorus’ they 
make things clear to the audience. 
 
Leah and Phil are another pair of characters who always appear together. Leah is 
the talkative one and Phil is the character who doesn’t say anything in scenes 
where they are together, but just eats. Leah obviously adores Phil but he just 
ignores her. He doesn’t respond verbally to what she says which results in Leah 
having long speeches or monologues. The actress portraying Leah faces a 
challenge to make these long monologues interesting to the audience. She repeats 
a lot, jumps from topic to topic, asks Phil rhetorical questions and answers her own 
questions. This means that the actress must use her vocal skills to the full. She 
must consider pace, pitch, volume and pauses. She has to consider the different 
moods conveyed in her long monologues.  
 
Phil on the other hand is the silent one, especially in the scenes with Leah. The 
stage directions make it clear that he eats a lot: Phil eating an ice cream; Phil 
opens his bag of crisps and begins to eat them etc. This character again is a 
challenge to any young actor. Because he doesn’t say anything in the scenes with 
Leah, the actor must act with his body and his facial expressions. The author 
doesn’t give him many stage directions as far as movement is concerned e.g. Phil 

Let’s hear from the author:  
When asked what inspired him to write DNA, the author Dennis Kelly answered: “ 
Oddly it was to do with western foreign policy. At the time, people were becoming 
increasingly scared of terrorism (as they are now). I felt our fear meant we were in 
danger (as we are now) of over-reacting and curbing our own liberties and the 
liberties of others. So I began to ask myself whether it was right to sacrifice the 
individual for the many – this for me is the central question in the play. It’s not 
about bullying or anything like that, as the real bullying takes place before the play 
starts. What the characters are struggling with in the play itself are questions of 
how far they should go to protect the group – how many wrong things you can do 
for a greater purpose.  
So they start off with what seems like a relatively small wrong thing; they create an 
elaborate lie about what happened to Adam. Phil does this to protect all these 
scared people around him – the many. But as the play goes on, the wrongs they 
have to do become bigger and bigger. They need to create bigger lies, to implicate 
another person in a crime, to intimidate and threaten, to turn a blind eye to 
violence and ultimately to murder. In the end the group has become terrifying, as 
has Phil at its centre – but I don’t think he starts out that way. ” 
 
Rehearsal Techniques: 

Hot Seating Ranking Inner Thoughts 

Super Objective Flash Back/Forward Frantic Assembly’s 
Hymns Hands 

Improvisation Conscience Alley Role on the Wall 

 
 

Section B – Theatre Review 
Learners are required to analyse and evaluate one piece of live theatre viewed 
during the course. It is recommended that learners take the opportunity to view a 
professional full-length theatre production.  
  
Learners will be expected to analyse and evaluate how meaning is communicated 
through the role of theatre makers in contemporary professional performance. 
Learners must consider the role of the:   
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shrugs (p. 32) Phil looks up (p. 32). It’s up to the actor then to decide on his 
movements and facial expressions when Leah rants on and on in her monologues 
in front of him. It’s significant that Phil doesn’t eat in the final scene – which 
possibly suggests that he really misses Leah! Although silent in the scenes between 
him and Leah, Phil can be a powerful figure when he is with the other characters. 
They listen to him and seem frightened of him. In these scenes he has a controlling 
and reassuring body language. Here the stage directions for him are more specific, 
e.g. when answering Lou’s question on page 57 about Cathy, the stage directions 
state: Phil goes to her. Places a hand on her shoulder, smiles, warm, reassuring 
 
John Tate only appears in one scene – Scene 3 Section 1. When we first see him he 
appears to be the leader of the group. This doesn’t last long and his leadership is 
challenged. He becomes very stressed and is visibly falling apart during this scene. 
It is obvious from his mannerisms, from his words, from his interaction with the 
other characters that he feels incredibly guilty by the death of Adam. He even tries 
to ban the word ‘death’. An actor playing this character must be aware of his stress 
and insecurity following threatening and aggressive behaviour at the start of the 
play. 
  
Cathy finds the whole situation exciting and ‘better than ordinary life’ (p. 16). She 
is excited rather than horrified by the police investigation. She seems to enjoy 
conflict and is a cruel and disturbed character who at the end is prepared to kill 
Adam. She is capable of violence and cruelty towards others e.g. the way she slaps  
 
Brian is the weakest link in the group. The other characters must see him as such 
and someone the police could believe to be a victim of the ‘fake man’. He is the 
only character to cry and it’s obvious that he’s visibly affected by Adam’s death. 
 
Lou is another follower – she swears a lot and again panics over Adam’s death. 
Although she is on stage a lot, she is often quiet. This will be a challenge to the 
actress because, as with some of the others, her body language and facial 
expressions are important as a response to what is said and happening around her. 
She is easily manipulated. 
 

Actor  
interpretation of character  
character interaction  
vocal skills  
movement skills  
 

Designer  
creation of mood and atmosphere  
use of performance space  
lighting  
sound  
set and props   
costume and make-up  
 

Director  
interpretation and style  
performance conventions  
spatial relationships on stage  
relationship between performer and audience  
reaction and response  
individual o audience 
  
 
Exam: 
Section A: 45 marks  

 A series of questions assessing knowledge and understanding of an extract 
from the set text (30 marks) (Students will not know which extract until the 
exam) 

 One question assessing knowledge and understanding of the wider text (15 
marks)  
 

Section B: 15 marks 
Learners will be expected to provide basic details of the production, including the 
name of the play, company and venue.  
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Danny is intelligent but is a follower. He is disturbed by Adam’s death and is 
terrified that it will affect his future – he wants to be a dentist. He repeats a lot and 
seems to have a one-track mind. 
 
Adam does not appear physically until Section 3. When he appears it is a massive 
shock to the others that he is still alive. The stage directions describe his 
appearance thus: “ His clothes are torn and dirty and his hair is matted with dried 
blood from an old gash in his forehead that has not been cleaned up. He stands 
there, twitchily, staring at them as though they are aliens and it looks as though he 
might run off at any moment. ” The actor playing this part must consider that 
Adam is the victim, he is weak, he is desperate, lonely and bullied. When he does 
appear, the actor must remember that his speech is confused and staggered. 
 
Richard seems to be a responsible character and when we first meet him he 
appears to have the potential to be a leader. He is completely missing from Section 
3 and when he appears in the final scene it seems that he has now taken the place 
of Leah as narrator. 

 One question, from a choice of two, assessing analysis and evaluation of a 
given aspect of a live theatre production (15 marks)  

 
Assessment Objectives for this Component:   
 

 AO3 Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of how drama and theatre 
is developed and performed  

 AO4 Analyse and evaluate their own work and the work of others. 

Common Misconceptions: 
 

 Not enough detail is provided when providing examples for how an actor or 
a design element can communicate meaning to an audience.  

 Key words are not used consistently. For example: An actor uses a “low 
voice” when it should be a “low pitched voice”. 

 Not explaining how the rehearsal techniques would be appropriate for the 
character and extract (scene) listed in the exam. 

 Not referring to the extract listed for the first part of the exam. 
 Only providing one example for the 15-mark question (students should aim 

to make one point (PEE) per mark). 
 

 

 

 

 


